Vocalizations are an essential medium for communication and courtship in numerous 9 mammalian species ranging from mice to humans. In mammals, the midbrain PAG serves as 10 an obligatory node in a vocalization-related network that spans the forebrain and brainstem [1] [2] [3] , 11
breathing but not to the pattern of optogenetic stimulation, suggesting that PAG-USV neural 23 activity initiates and sets the duration of vocal bouts and recruits downstream premotor circuits 24 that precisely pattern vocal output. Consistent with this idea, we found that PAG-USV neurons 25 extend axons into pontine and medullary regions that are speculated to contain premotor central 26 pattern generators important for vocalization 3, 12, 13 . These experiments establish the identity of 27 the PAG neurons selectively required for USV production in mice, map their efferent 28 connections, and demonstrate the communicative salience of male USVs in promoting female 29 social affiliation. 30
Results 32
The functional heterogeneity of the PAG has precluded the identification of the exact subset of 33 PAG neurons important for vocal control. Therefore, a critical step to dissect the brain-wide 34 networks important for vocalization requires a method to selectively identify and manipulate 35 vocalization-related PAG neurons. To this end, we used a recently developed immediate early 36 gene Fos-based method (CANE 10, 11 ; Fig. 1 ) to genetically label, identify, and manipulate PAG 37 neurons that are selectively active when male mice produce courtship ultrasonic vocalizations 38 (USVs), which comprise individual vocal elements (i.e., syllables) that are organized into 39 multisyllabic bouts that last from hundreds of milliseconds to tens of seconds in duration [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 
40
( Fig. 1A) . As a prelude to using CANE, we established that Fos expression increased in a 41 subset of neurons in the caudolateral PAG in single-housed male mice that produced USVs to a 42 female social partner or to female urine, but remained at baseline levels in males that failed to 43 vocalize to female cues or in the presence of control odors that did not elicit vocalization ( Fig.  44 1B-C). Across all mice, the number of Fos-positive neurons in the caudolateral PAG positively 45 correlated with the number of USVs produced (Fig. 1D) , tentatively identifying PAG neurons 46 important to USV production (i.e., PAG-USV neurons). 47
We used CANE to express GFP in PAG-USV neurons, allowing us to map their axonal 48 projections and also establish whether they represent a stable neuronal population. Briefly, we 49 elicited USVs from single-housed male Fos TVA mice (during a 30-60 min session with a female), 50 then injected the caudolateral PAG with a combination of CANE-lenti-Cre and AAV-FLEX-GFP 51 viruses (Fig. 1E ). This approach extensively labeled PAG-USV neurons with GFP, revealing 52 that their axons terminate in a variety of targets in the midbrain, pons, and medulla (described in 53 more detail below). We also established that ~50% of PAG neurons labeled with GFP following 54 an encounter in which the male emitted USVs toward a female were re-activated (i.e., 55 upregulated Fos) following a second round of vocalization ~4 weeks later ( Fig. 1F -G, 46.0 ± 56
2.1%, N=11 mice). This proportion of reactivated cells is significantly greater than the number 57
of double-labeled PAG neurons observed when the first vocal social encounter was followed 4 58 weeks later by a 30-60 min period of wheel-running in the mouse's home cage (Fig. 1G , 29.9 ± 59 2.9%, N=8, p<0.001, Mann Whitney U test). Therefore, many of the same PAG-USV neurons 60 are active during vocal bouts separated by many weeks, indicating that a stable and distinct 61 subpopulation of PAG neurons is activated during USV production. 62
To test the causal role of PAG-USV neurons in USV production, we used CANE to express 63 tetanus toxin light chain (TeLC) in PAG-USV neurons, which over days to weeks irreversibly 64 blocks their ability to release neurotransmitters (see Methods; CANE-lenti-Cre and AAV-FLEX-65
TeLC injected bilaterally into the caudolateral PAG of a Fos TVA male that had recently 66 vocalized). Blocking transmitter release from PAG-USV neurons strongly suppressed male 67 USV production to nearby females: most (7/11) males were rendered completely mute for USV 68 production, while the remaining 4 males emitted extremely low levels of USVs, and the extent of 69 this vocal suppression was well related to the number of TeLC-expressing PAG-USV neurons 70
( Fig. 2A-B ; 2 weeks after injection, mean USV counts were 4.7 ± 2.3 % of pre-injection level; 71
Movies S1-2). 72
Although these findings are consistent with the idea that PAG-USV neurons are directly involved 73 in USV production, silencing PAG-USV neurons could indirectly block vocalization, perhaps by 74 decreasing social or sexual motivation. To control for this possibility, we compared the amount 75 of time PAGUSV-TeLC males spent courting a female before and 2 weeks after viral injection 76 (Fig. 2C) . We noted that the amount of time spent engaged in courtship tended to decrease on 77 average post-injection (83.1 ± 16.5% pre-injection level, see Ext. Data Fig. 1 for low vs. high 78 intensity courtship). However, this decrease was not significant (Fig. 2C , Ext. Data Fig. 1) and 79
was not different from the change seen over 2 weeks in PAGUSV-GFP control males (81.8 ± 80
6.3% pre-injection courtship level, N=14 mice). Therefore, PAG-USV neurons are necessary for 81 USV production but are not required for normal levels of male non-vocal courtship behavior. 82
We next took advantage of our ability to selectively abolish USVs to shed light on whether a 83 male's ability to vocalize influences his ability to attract females. Because males normally 84 produce USVs in concert with non-vocal courtship behaviors [18] [19] [20] [21] , it has been challenging to 85 determine whether male USVs influence female social affiliation independently of non-vocal 86 courtship. To address this issue, we tested female preference for muted TeLC-expressing 87 males versus control GFP-expressing males in a three-chambered preference test, during which 88 the control male can freely vocalize, but neither male can engage in non-vocal courtship 89 behaviors (Fig. 2D) . We found that females tended to prefer control, vocal males over muted 90 males (Fig. 2E, p=0 .1, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), but when we considered the amount that 91 each control male had vocalized, we found that the degree of female preference for the vocal 92 male increased significantly with increasing vocal output (Fig. 2F, p=0 .04 for linear regression, 93 >0.5 is preference for control male, N=28 tests). These findings show that male USVs can bias 94 female social preference independently of other courtship behaviors, thus establishing a role for 95 courtship USVs in promoting female social affiliation. 96
The present finding that PAG-USV neurons are necessary for USV production raises the 97 possibility that activating these neurons is sufficient to elicit USV production in the absence of 98 any social interactions or social cues. To test this idea, we used CANE to bilaterally express the 99 excitatory DREADDs receptor hM3Dq in PAG-USV neurons (Fig. 3A) . Six weeks later, we 100 administered either CNO or saline (i.p.) and measured the vocal behavior of individual males 101 while alone in a novel test chamber, a condition in which males normally emit few USVs (Fig.  102 3A, 9.3 ± 7.4 USVs over 60 min., N=4). After CNO treatment, almost all (7/8) hM3Dq-103 expressing males dramatically increased their USV production ( Fig. 3A; 279.4 ± 138.6 USVs 104 over 60 min., p=0.02, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), whereas after saline treatment, they emitted 105 USVs at low rates similar to controls and CNO-treated males that did not express the hM3Dq 106 receptor (Fig. 3A , saline day: 17.0 ± 7.0 USVs, CNO only males: 1.5 ± 0.9 USVs over 60 min., 107 N=4 mice). To examine the linkage between PAG-USV activation and USV production with 108 greater temporal precision, we then used CANE to express channelrhodopsin (ChR2) in PAG-109 USV neurons and implanted fiber optics bilaterally over the caudolateral PAG. Optogenetically 110 activating PAG-USV neurons with blue light was sufficient to rapidly elicit USVs in isolated 111 males, indicating that activation of PAG-USV neurons is tightly coupled to USV production ( Fig.  112 3B-C, trains: 5-10 Hz, 1-2s duration; tonic pulses: 0.5-2s duration; min. latency from laser onset 113 to first USV was 23.4 ± 8.6 ms, mean latency was 406.6 ± 0.5 ms, n=104 laser stimuli from N=2 114 PAGUSV-ChR2 mice). We note that the acoustic features of optogenetically-elicited USVs were 115 similar to natural courtship USVs recorded from the same males, with subtle changes to certain 116 acoustic parameters that fell within the normal range seen for courtship USVs, while 117 chemogenetically-elicited USVs also resembled natural courtship USVs but had more notable 118 acoustic differences (Fig. 3C and Ext. Data Fig. 2 ). These findings extend previous studies 119
showing that non-selective activation of the PAG can elicit vocalization [2] [3] [4] and establish that 120 activation of a small (<500) and selective subset of PAG neurons is sufficient to elicit USV 121 production in socially isolated male mice. 122
Electrical or chemical stimulation of the PAG elicits vocalization in a variety of vertebrates [2] [3] [4] , 123 and these vocal responses are often accompanied by additional defensive behaviors [22] [23] [24] . 124
Therefore, whether vocalization-related PAG neurons act as a discrete channel to selectively 125 drive USV production or might also contribute to non-vocal motor behaviors remains unclear. 126
We first confirmed that in addition to enhancing USV production, non-selective chemogenetic or 127 optogenetic activation of caudolateral PAG neurons drove pronounced locomotor effects, 128 including freezing and escape behaviors (Ext. Data Fig. 3 , Movies S3-S4). In contrast, 129 chemogenetic or optogenetic activation of CANE-tagged PAG-USV neurons elicited USVs 130 without evoking any of these non-vocal behaviors (Ext. Data Fig. 3 , Movies S5-6). These 131 observations indicate that PAG-USV neurons are selectively involved in USV production and 132 are intermingled with other neurons in the caudolateral PAG that contribute to various non-vocal 133 behaviors [6] [7] [8] [9] .
134
An influential idea is that neural activity in the PAG gates vocalization by initiating vocal output 135 and specifying the duration of vocal bouts, rather that participating in the temporal patterning of 136 individual vocal elements [2] [3] [4] . Here we tested this idea explicitly by comparing the temporal 137 pattern of optogenetic stimulation of PAG-USV neurons to the temporal pattern of 138 optogenetically-elicited USVs. In support of a vocal gating role for PAG-USV neurons, we found 139 that the duration of a given vocal bout was on average similar to the duration of the laser 140 stimulus used to elicit vocalization (Fig. 3D , N=6 PAG-ChR2 mice, N=2 PAGUSV-ChR2 mice). 141
We also observed that tonic (i.e., unpatterned) and 10 Hz laser stimuli both elicited bouts of 142 multiple USV syllables ( Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Thus, sustained PAG-USV activation is required for sustained vocal 145 output, but patterned PAG-USV activation is not necessary for the production of bouts 146 containing multiple USV syllables. 147
These findings do not exclude the possibility that patterned PAG-USV activity, when present, is 148 capable of driving the timing of individual USV syllables. To evaluate this possibility, we 149 examined whether the onsets of individual USVs elicited by 10 Hz laser stimuli were entrained 150 to the timing of the immediately preceding laser pulse. Notably, USV onset times were not 151 tightly entrained to a particular point in the laser duty cycle, indicating that the timing of PAG-152 USV activation does not precisely determine when individual USVs are initiated ( Fig. 3G-H , 153
n=645 USVs from PAG-ChR2 mice and n=306 USVs from PAGUSV-ChR2 mice). Instead, USV 154 onsets were precisely aligned to the ongoing respiratory cycle, occurring just after the end of the 155 inspiratory phase and during expiration, as has been demonstrated in freely vocalizing and 156 moving rodents 25 ( Fig. 3G -H, n=648 opto-USVs measured in a head-fixed PAGUSV-ChR2 157 mouse, see Methods). We also found subtle effects of PAG-USV activation on respiration, 158 including an increase in the proportion of the respiratory cycle dedicated to expiration (Fig. 3I-J,  159 p<0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test), consistent with observed changes in respiration that occur 160 during USV production in freely behaving rodents 25 . Taken together, these findings support the 161 idea that elevated PAG-USV neural activity is required to initiate and sustain a vocal bout, while 162 the timing of individual USVs within the bout is controlled largely by neural circuits that govern 163 the ongoing respiratory cycle. 164
A remaining issue is to determine the efferent targets of PAG-USV neurons, knowledge of which 165 can ultimately shed light on how the PAG engages downstream circuits important to vocal 166 patterning. Therefore, we used CANE to express GFP in PAG-USV neurons and mapped their 167 axonal projections (N=4 mice, see Methods). We found that the axons of PAG-USV neurons 168 terminate in the lateral parabrachial nucleus and in pontine and medullary reticular regions that 169 have been speculated to contain premotor pattern-generating circuits important for vocal 170 control 3 . These reticular targets of PAG-USV axons include the pontine reticular formation, the 171 gigantocellular reticular formation of the rostral medulla, and the dorsal and ventral reticular 172 formation of the caudal medulla, as well as other regions of the brainstem reticular formation 173 (Fig. 4) . Notably, we did not detect any GFP-labeled axons in nucleus ambiguus, which 174 contains the laryngeal motor neurons, consistent with the idea that PAG-USV neurons are 175 upstream of central pattern generating elements that directly engage vocal motor neurons. 176
Indeed, axons of PAG-USV neurons terminate extensively in the nucleus retroambiguus (RAm), 177 which contains premotor neurons that project to both laryngeal and expiratory motor 178 neurons 3, 12, 26, 27 (Fig. 4G) . Notably, USV production also is accompanied by high levels of Fos 179 expression in RAm neurons, and this Fos expression was absent in muted mice in which PAG-180 USV neurons were silenced with TeLC (Ext. Data Fig. 4) . Thus, PAG-USV neurons can excite 181 downstream vocal-respiratory premotor neurons that are engaged during vocalization. 182
Here we used a novel viral genetic strategy to identify neurons in the midbrain PAG whose 183 activity is essential for the production of courtship USVs in the male mouse. Notably, silencing 184 PAG-USV neurons selectively abolishes USV production, while their artificial activation 185 selectively drives vocalization in the absence of social cues, even though USVs are normally 186 produced as part of a suite of coordinated courtship behaviors and only in response to female 187 social cues 18, 20, 21 . Thus, the PAG contains a subset of neurons that are selectively involved in 188 controlling USV output, adding to a growing body of evidence that the PAG contains 189 anatomically distinct subsets of neurons specialized to drive specific behaviors important for 190 reproduction and survival 8, 28 . Moreover, by selectively suppressing the male's ability to produce capturing PAG-USV neurons with the CANE method 10, 11 . Fos TVA mice were housed on a 211 reversed light/dark cycle and were single-housed beginning ~7 days prior to experimentation. Viruses and expression of transgenes in PAG-USV neurons using CANE method: To 245 stably express transgenes in PAG-USV neurons, Fos TVA males were given social experience 246 with a female (30-60 mins.) that resulted in high levels of USV production (500-5000 USVs 247 total). Males were then anesthetized (1.5-2% isoflurane), and the caudolateral PAG was 248 targeted for injection. The final injection coordinates were AP=-4.7 +/-0.2 mm, ML= 0.7, DV= 249 1.75, and these were reached by making a small craniotomy at approximately AP=-3.3 +/-0.2 250 mm, ML=0.7 and advancing the pipette back toward PAG at a 30 degree angle relative to 251 vertical. The PAG was then injected with a mixture of CANE-lenti-Cre and an AAV driving Cre-252 dependent expression of the transgene of interest (1:1 ratio, 400-500 nL total, pressure-injected 253 with a Nanoject II (Drummond), 4.6 nL every 15s). CANE-lenti-Cre was produced as previously 254 described 10, 11 . The following AAVs were co-injected with CANE-lenti-Cre: AAV2/1-CAG-FLEX-255
GFP (UNC Vector Core), AAV2/8-hSyn-FLEX-GFP (UNC Vector Core), AAV2/8-hSyn-FLEX-256
TeLC-P2A-GFP (produced as previously described Three-chambered social preference test: During an acclimation period, the female test 273 mouse was placed in the central chamber and allowed to freely explore the three chambers for 274 approximately 5 minutes. The female was then restricted within the central chamber, and a 275 male was placed in each side chamber, restrained underneath a wire cage insert that permitted 276 limited olfactory investigation of the female when she was nearby. The female was then 277 allowed to move freely between the three chambers, and her preference for the PAGUSV-GFP 278 control male was measured as (time spent on side with control male)/(time spent with control 279 male + time spent with muted PAGUSV-TeLC male). An ultrasonic microphone was placed 280 above each of the two side chambers, and we determined empirically that the vast majority of 281 USVs produced by the control PAGUSV-GFP could not be detected or appeared at much lower 282 amplitude on the microphone on the opposite side of the chamber, thus allowing us to 283 unambiguously assign all USVs as arising from the control male's side of the chamber. 284
Although we cannot completely rule out the possibility that the female test mouse contributed to 285 the total USV count, it has been reported that female mice vocalize to males when they are 286 being actively courted and when the male is also vocalizing 21 . Even under these circumstances, 287 females were reported to contribute ~20% of the total measured USVs 21 , and we never 288 observed overlapping USVs that would indicate that the control male and the female were 289 vocalizing at the same time. Female mice were of a variety of genotypes, always 2-3 months of 290 age (to ensure that high frequency hearing was intact), and estrous state was not measured or 291 was then used to align the mouse's movement to the onset of each optogenetic laser stimulus. 313
Comparison of acoustic features of chemogenetically-and optogenetically-elicited USVs 314
to female-directed USVs: We used custom Matlab codes to generate spectrograms of our 315 audio recordings and manually annotated onset and offset times of all opto-USVs. For all 316 annotated USVs, we then calculated 5 acoustic features: (1) duration, (2) inter-syllable interval 317 (defined as interval from start of one USV to start of the next USV, >1000 ms intervals not 318 included in analysis), (3) mean pitch (dominant frequency calculated at each time point of the 319 USV, then averaged across entire syllable), (4) pitch variance (defined as the variance of the 320 dominant frequency for a syllable), and (5) amplitude (defined as bandpower from 30-125 kHz, 321 converted to dB, and measured relative to quiet background noise in recording). These 322 measurements of acoustic features were compared to those taken from female-directed 323 syllables produced by the same Fos TVA males, as well as 15 control Fos TVA males. Female-324 directed USVs were automatically detected using Matlab codes (http://holylab.wustl.edu/), but 325 we also manually annotated and analyzed the acoustic features of a subset of female-directed 326
USVs to ensure that any observed differences between conditions could not be attributed to the 327 detection method. 328
Respiration measurements and analyses: An air flow sensor (Honeywell, AMW3300V) was 329 placed as close as possible to the snout of a head-fixed PAGUSV-ChR2 male that was allowed to 330 run on a treadmill. Custom Matlab codes (K. Tschida) were used to detect inspiration onset and 331 expiration onset throughout the respiratory cycle. Briefly, breathing data were collected at 250 332 kHz (Spike 7, CED), downsampled to 1 kHz, and the portion of the breathing signal to be 333 analyzed was detrended, mean-subtracted, and divided by its own standard deviation. The 334 breathing signal was then inverted and converted into a binary vector (values>0 set to 1 and 335 values<0 set to 0). Inspiration onset times were detected as signal crossings from 0 to 1, and 336 inspiration offsets were detected as signal crossings from 1 to 0. Respiration rate over a given 337 interval was calculated in Hz as 1/(mean time between inspiration onsets). 338
GFP labeling of PAG-USV neurons and axon projection tracing: PAG-USV neurons were 339
labeled with GFP by injecting the caudolateral PAG of a Fos TVA male with a mixture of CANE-340 lenti-Cre and AAV-FLEX-GFP following a vocal encounter with a female. After at least 4 weeks, 341 PAGUSV-GFP males were sacrificed, their brains were processed as detailed above, and every 342 other 80 micron-thick tissue section was imaged with a 10x objective on a Zeiss 700 laser 343 scanning confocal microscope. To detect axons in each image, images were binarized using a 344 custom Matlab code (K. Tschida, adapted from code provided by J. Takatoh). Brain regions 345 were then manually annotated (ImageJ), and the area in square pixels containing axons was 346 calculated for each brain region for each mouse and then normalized by the area of that brain 347 region. Brain regions with an innervation density of less than 0.07% or that were not observed 348 to be innervated in 4/4 mice were excluded from analysis. PAG-hM3Dq and PAGUSV-hM3Dq mice treated with saline and CNO (Ext. Data Fig. 3A) , for 357 which we used a two-way repeated measures ANOVA followed by post-hoc paired t-tests. 
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